
IN THE COURT OF THE ADDTTTONAL SESSTONS JUDGE(FTC)

SONITPUR AT TEZPUR

Present: Nisanta Goswami,
Addl. Sessions Judge (FfC),

Sonitpur, Tezpur.

CRTMTNAL REVTSION. NO.40 (S-4) OF 2022

Sri Vinay Kumar
S/o Late Dinesh Prasad Sarmah
R/o Dhenukhana Pahar, PS Tezpur
Dist. Sonitpur (Assam). ....,..the Revision Petitioner.

- Versus -
1. Smt. Jasmine Rabha

W/o Vinay Kumar
R/o Kamarchuburi, PS Tezpur
Dist. Sonitpur, Assam

2. State of Assam
Represented by Public Prosecutor........... Respondents/OPs.

For the Revisionist

For the Respondents

Date of Hearing

Date of Judgment

Tlis criminal rwisirn

amfcatim filed under

APPEARANCE
: None appeared

: Sri B.K. Basumatary, Advocate

:21-02-2023.

:02-03-2023.

JUDGMENT

case was registered

section 397 and 399

on the basis of an

of CRPC against the

Facts of the case:



order dated 0810712022 passed by the learned JMFC Sonitpur Smt.

Darshana Nath in MR case No 7912019 u/s 125 of CrPC.

2. The case of the revision petitioner, in brief, is that the petitioner

and the first respondent are husband and wife. The respondent

filed an application under section 125 of CrPC for grant of

maintenance to herself and her minor child before the learned

CJM, Sonitpur and it was registered as MR Case No 7912019. The

case is presently pending in the court of learned JMFC, Sonitpur

Smt. D. Nath.

3. The petitioner has been paying between Rs. 15,000 and Rs.

25,000 per month towards the expenses of the respondent and his

minor children. The respondent has left the company of the

petitioner over a trifling domestic matter, for which the petitioner

is deprived of meeting his own children. On 08107 12022 the

petitioner filed a petition, numbered as 1492122, seeking visitation

rights to meet his children since his estranged wife was not

allbwing him to meet them. After hearing both the sides the

learned court below, vide order dated 0810712022, allowed the

petitioner to meet his children once in a month in the presence of

the respondent and some other directions were also giv6n for

compliance. However, in the said order the learned court of IMFC,

Sonitpur made certain observations, which according to the

petitioner shall cause harm to him. The petitioner has further

averred that in spite of that order the respondent has not allowed

the petitioner to meet his children.
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Grounds of revision:

4. Being highly aggrieved by the observations made in the order

dated 0810712022 passed by the learned IMFC Sonitpur, the

petitioner filed this revision petition, inter alia, on the following

grounds:

The impugned order contains the observation that, "the

opposite party accepted that he has done mistake and

prayed the petitioner to forgive him in the open cotlrt."

which, according to the petitioner is not true. The petitioner

has contended that he sought for forgiveness for the

altercation of words and for his behaviour in order to save

his marriage and not to admit any guilt.

In the impugned order the learned court below made the

following observations: " It is the fundamental right of a
person to choose his or her life partner. The petitioner is a

well-educated and independent lady and has full right to

decide with whom she wants to live. No one can compel her.

In the instant case/ the petitioner has sufficient reason for

not residing with the opposite party because it is. quite

impossible for a wife to live with a person who fails to keep

promises of marriage. In our society, marriage is considered

as the most sacred institution as it is built on trust, respect

and love. It is moral responsibility of a partner to be

trustworthy to another." fhe petitioner has stated that these

observations need to be removed from the records. If the
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same remains on record, it shall prejudicially affect the

petitioner.

iii) The learned JMFC passed the impugned order illegally and

hastily. The observations made by the learned court below

are not only unnecessary but also untenable and made

without paying attention to the prayers made by the present

petitioner.

5. In the above premlses the petitioner has prayed to modify the

order dated 0810712022 passed by the court of learned JMFC,

Sonitpur.

Points for determination :

6. whether the order dated 0810712022 passed by the learned JMFC

Sonitpur in MR case number 79120t9 suffers from lack of

correctness, legality and propriety and the same is liable to be set

aside/ modified?

Discussion, decision and reasons thereof:

7. r have heard the Learned counsel for the respondents. The

learned counsel for the petitioner has not appeared before the

court to argue the case although several dates were fixed for the

same. The case record reveals that on L6lLLl2022 the learned

counsel for the petitioner had not appeared to make any

submission and he was directed to make his submissions, if any,

on the next date fixed. The next date was fixed on 16lt2l202L, on

which date the petitioner's counsel prayed for adjournment. The

adjournment was allowed and the next date was fixed on
r1I adjournment wa!
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2211212022 for hearing. On that day the petitioner's counsel again

prayed for adjournment. The delaying tactic adopted by the

petitioner was deprecated by this court. However, for the ends of

justice the petitioner was provided one more opportunity to make

his submissions and the next date was fixed on 0910t12023 for

hearing. However, the petitioner paid no heed to the directions of

this court and on subsequent three dates, that is, 0910L12023,

2L10L12023 and 0410212023, the petitioner's counsel again prayed

for adjournments. The adjournment prayers were again allowed

and the next date was fixed on 2L10212023 for hearing. On

2L10212023 the petitioner's counsel again filed an adjournment

petition on a flimsy ground and the same was rejected. The

counsel for the respondent was heard and the case was fixed for

judgement.

B. The perusal of the order dated 0810712022 reveals that a petition,

being petition No 149212022, was filed before the Court by the

present petitionerl OP in the MR case Sri Vinay Kumar with prayer

to allow him to meet his children, who live with the respondent/

petitioner of the MR case Smt. Jasmine Rabha, regularly.

Understandably, the learned JMFC proceeded to hear the par.ties in

person before deciding the petition. Since the provision u/s 125 of

CrPC is a measure of social justice intended for the welfare and

benefit of the wife and childrenl; strict compliance of the

procedural laws is not called for in such proceedings and the

presiding officer of the Court is expected to be sensitive to the

IMantosh Choudhury v. State of Assam and Ors. MANU/GH/0121/201.8)
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issues, for he is dealing with extremely delicate and'sensitive

issues pertaining to the marriage and issues ancillary thereto2. As

such, the learned JMFC had very aptly heard the parties in person.

During that hearing, as observed by the learned JMFC in the

impugned order, the present petitioner had accepted that he had

done mistake and he prayed the petitioner of the MR case to

forgive him. This is a matter which came to the knowledge of the

learned JMFC, while working as a Magistrate in the Court. Section

t2L of the Evidence Act provides that this is a matter on which the

Magistrate cannot be even compelled to answer any question in a

judicial proceeding, unless there is a special order of a superior

court. This provision is grounded on public policy. It will do more

harm to public good if the Judges and Magistrates are questioned

on matters which came to their knowledge while presiding over a

judicial proceeding. If a Judge or Magistrate records an event,

which occurred in his/her Court while he/she was functioning as

such Judge or Magistrate, in his/her order; it will not be feasible

nay proper to examine the correctness of such events or matters.

9. The revision petitioner has pleaded that the observations made by

the learned JMFC that "The opposite party accepted that he has

done mistake and prayed the petitioner to forgive him in the open

court. " is not true. The petitioner has admitted that he sought for

forgiveness for the altercation in which he was indulged and for

his behaviour. The order of the Court below has not elaborated

whether the revision petitioner prayed for forgiveness for his

behaviour/ altercation or for any other guilt. It appears from a

2 Bhuwan Mohan Singh v. Meena and Ors. (2015)6 SCC 353



conjoint reading of the impugned order and the revision petition

that the petitioner had indeed asked for forgiveness in the Court

but subsequently when he saw that that fact has been reflected in

the order sheet, he became conscious that his act of seeking

forgiveness may be misunderstood as an admission of his guilt.

However, as has been observed in the preceding paragraph, it is

neither feasible nor proper to examine the truthfulness or

otherwise of the observations made by the learned Magistrate,

regarding any matter which came to the knowledge of the

Magistrate, which acting as such Magistrate in the court.

Moreover, there is nothing offensive or derogatory in that

observation. This Court is not convinced that there is anything

illegal or incorrect in those observations or that the revision

petitioner is likely to be prejudiced in any manner because of

those observations.

10. Secondly, the revision petitioner was aggrieved by the

observations, quoted in Paragraph 4 (ii) above, made by the

learned Court below. According to the petitioner if those

observations remain in the records, it shall prejudicially affect the

petitioner. The record of MR 79120L9 reveals that the evidences

were not yet recorded in that case. Hence, observing that, "Ia
the instant case, the petitioner has sufficient reason for
not residing with the opposite party because it is quite

impossible for a wife to live with a person who fails to
keep promises of marriage," amounts to prejudging the

\ matter. As such, this portion of the impugned order dated

08/0712022 is expurgated. This Court doesn't find anything-r*)
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incorrect or illegal in the remaining observations of the learned

Court below. As a matter of fact, the observations made by the

Court below shows that judicial mind was applied before disposing

of the petition seeking visitation right. It reflects what weighted

with the Magistrate while allowing the present petitioner to visit his

children and while imposing the conditions to be complied with

during his visits.

11. In view of the above, the revision petition is partially

allowed. The portion of the impugned order dated 0810712022, as

specified in the previous paragraph, shall not be read in the order.

L2. Let the lower Court record be sent back along with a copy of

this judgment.

13. Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 2nd day of

March,2023.

Ctq-f,-bV
(NisaI-fa Goswami)

e,
Addl. Sessions Judge, FTC

Sonitpur, Tezpur
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incorrect or illegal in the remaining observations of the learned

Court below. As a matter of fact, the observations made by the

Court below shows that judicial mind was applied before disposing

of the petition seeking visitation right. It reflects what weighted

with the Magistrate while allowing the present petitioner to visit his

children and while imposing the conditions to be complied with

during his visits.

11. In view of the above, the revision petition is partially

allowed. The portion of the impugned order dated 0810712022, as

specified in the previous paragraph, shall not be read in the order.

L2. Let the lower Court record be sent back along with a copy of

this judgment.

13. Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 2nd day of
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O-qfltrrnl
(Nisa-h-t-a Goswami)

Addl. Sessions Judge, FTC

Sonitpur, Tezpur
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